
The Future Looks Bright 
for the Toll Industry 

By Daniel L. Dornan

Major questions face the surface transportation community today,
questions dealing with funding, competition, responsibility, and
ethics. These questions pose both threats and opportunities for
organizations composing the highway transportation community,
including fuel tax–supported transportation agencies and toll-
industry members. 

Examples of some especially compelling questions include the fol-
lowing:

• What will the reauthorization of the federal surface transporta-
tion funding bill ultimately look like, and how much will state
transportation departments rely on toll-based funding versus
the fuel tax? 

• How will the potential increase in road and bridge tolling by
state transportation agencies and private-sector companies
affect the availability and cost of the debt instruments (revenue
bonds) traditionally used to fund toll facilities? 

• Will state transportation departments be willing to commingle
Highway Transportation Trust Fund monies with toll funds gen-
erated by toll-road entities (whether internal to the departments
or independent) through some kind of partnership arrange-
ment? 
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Other creative funding approaches have been proposed—including
one in Oregon for cars to pay a fee for their vehicle miles traveled
along with their gasoline—but most seem years away. No one for-
mula for the ownership and management of toll projects seems to
be rising above the rest—numerous strategies are being adopted
around the country to meet the unique needs of each region. Project
managers and authority boards must understand and address the
opportunities and constraints, risks and rewards of their own form
of agency.

Similarly, no single approach to project financing will work for
every project. The politics, revenue sources, and finance strategies
for each toll project must be worked out under local conditions. In
fact, the primary key to success will lie in thoughtful development
of policy objectives that meet the public needs and implementation
of a combination of approaches and tools that deliver a cost-effec-
tive project on the quickest timeline.  Not a simple task but one that
can go a long way to solving our transportation problems.  
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portation facilities across the nation. Many are convinced that a reau-
thorization bill won’t be passed until 2005, as Congress tends to
avoid making major decisions that could influence the outcomes of
upcoming elections. These days, the topic of conversation at trans-
portation conferences and meetings touches on questions such as:

• When will Congress pass a reauthorization bill for the Federal-
Aid Highway Program that the president will sign?

• What form will the bill take in terms of program elements and
emphases?

• How much funding will be authorized in the bill over a six-year
term?

• What funding sources will be used to pay for the authorized
programs?

During the ongoing debate over the nature and level of funding for
surface transportation programs, IBTTA leadership has offered com-
ments and suggestions on the composition of the next reauthoriza-
tion bill. These include favoring programs that sup-
port the use of tolls to augment available revenues
from more traditional sources (fuel taxes) and the
use of Federal-Aid funds for toll roads in the
National Highway System, including segments of
the Interstate Highway System. 

Despite IBTTA’s initiative, the toll industry is gener-
ally relegated to the role of bystander, given the tra-
ditional separation of funding and program respon-
sibilities between state transportation departments
and toll agencies. This is unfortunate, because many of the so-called
“innovations” being considered in the reauthorization legislation are
proven approaches already used by the toll industry. As a result,
Congress appears willing to reinvent the wheel as it searches for
ways to stretch available public funds without considering the les-
sons learned by the toll industry over the past 50 years.
Given the administration’s refusal to consider any increase in fuel
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• Will state transportation departments’ involvement in road and
bridge tolling pose a competitive challenge to established, inde-
pendent toll authorities, particularly through the development
of parallel facilities?

• As new institutional and financial arrangements are imple-
mented for the funding, development, and operation of tolled
facilities, will proper internal controls be established to avoid
conflicts of interest, mismanagement, and outright fraud and
abuse of authority by one or more parties to the arrangements? 

As elaborated below, several trends favor tolling as a way to increase
funding for and stewardship over the expansion and renewal of the
nation’s highway system. The toll industry is well-positioned to cap-
italize on these trends, provided its members stay true to the indus-
try’s core values and cultural characteristics, doing so in a creative,
collaborative, and ethical manner.

Reauthorization When?
In this election year, many are agonizing over the lack of congres-
sional action on legislation to reauthorize the surface transportation
funding program. The concerned parties include transportation agen-
cies, the companies that serve these agencies, and the users of trans-
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Meanwhile, the difficulties facing the fuel tax–funded surface
transportation industry are less likely to hit the toll industry, for
several reasons:

The toll industry’s resilience. The toll industry survived major
threats to its very survival in the late 1980s and early 1990s as fed-
eral and state transportation agencies sought to (1) eliminate tolls
from facilities whose bonds were close to being paid off; (2) priva-
tize or sell off toll facilities; or (3) consolidate toll facilities and
agencies into state transportation agencies. This was a major wake-
up call to the toll industry, after many years of its having kept a low
profile and focusing on operating and maintaining its facilities to
the minimum level required by bond covenants. Surviving these
threats enabled the toll industry to reexamine its mission and
strategic focus and recognize the features that distinguished it from
fuel tax–supported agencies that sought its facilities but not its
tolling functions.

The weakening fuel tax. The viability of the fuel tax as
the primary means to fund the rapidly expanding needs
of the surface transportation system in this country has
declined as a result of the fuel crises of the 1970s and
early 1980s and the subsequent advent of more–fuel-effi-
cient vehicles and alternative fuels. This has created a
major fiscal crisis for surface transportation infrastructure
as replacement, renewal, and expansion requirements
have increased with the aging of the nation’s highway
system and the growing economy. This dilemma has been
avoided by most members of the toll industry through
prudent adjustments to toll schedules to keep pace with
system funding needs, as well as through the introduc-
tion of more-efficient operating methods (one-way
tolling) and technologies (electronic toll collection).

Political tax aversion. Tax-reform initiatives limiting the ability of
state and local governments to raise taxes have resulted in strong
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taxes and the obvious need for increased fund-
ing for surface transportation preservation and
expansion, tolling concepts have become the
darling of the reauthorization bills being
advanced by all parties. The result may be a
crazy quilt of toll applications that vary from
state to state and region to region, ranging from
tolling existing roads to converting HOV lanes to
HOT lanes to building new HOT lanes to estab-
lishing dedicated truck toll lanes. In the pursuit
of solutions to the nation’s surface transporta-
tion funding problems, Congress and the admin-
istration have allowed the gap between funding
needs and available funding resources to grow
ever larger.

Toll Industry Poised to Capitalize
Several trends favor the position of toll agencies in this environ-
ment, provided they capitalize on these trends effectively:

• The decaying financial viability of the fuel tax to support the
surface transportation program;

• A greater emphasis on alternative funding sources and financ-
ing methods;

• Increased cooperation and collaboration between the public
and the private sector in surface transportation projects and
programs;

• Greater flexibility by state and local governments regarding
how to fund and manage highway facilities;

• The emergence of new technologies and approaches to reduce
the public’s dislike of tolling; and

• The advent of asset stewardship as a key public-sector respon-
sibility as a result of the financial reporting requirements of
GASB Statement No. 34.
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tomer needs and concerns, is more resilient to
change because of its focus on outcomes versus
processes, and is more willing to embrace innova-
tion in funding, project delivery, and service pro-
vision.

Primed to Lead
The tolling industry enjoys at least 10 advantages
over its fuel tax–supported counterparts that will
enable it to emerge as a leader over the next
decade, provided the industry recognizes its unique characteristics,
adheres to its fundamental strengths, and doesn’t try to be all things
to all stakeholders in the nation’s surface transportation system:

1. Dedicated funding sources;
2. Focus on the paying customer;
3. Front-end bond funding of infrastructure development to gain

economic advantages quickly;
4. Long-term perspective linked to duration of bonds;
5. Commitment to life-cycle asset management linked to bond

covenants;
6. Fiscal discipline required by bond covenants;
7. Ability to leverage system financial resources as first-generation

facilities become stabilized in terms of traffic volumes and toll
revenues;

8. Organizational priorities balanced by fiscal and service princi-
ples;

9. Ability to embrace business best practices because of an empha-
sis on service and efficiency; and

10. Internal flexibility and resilience to promote risk-taking,
change, and innovation.

A critical factor in the industry’s ability to exploit these inherent
advantages is whether toll agencies have the confidence of their
customers and the general public. Before the 1980s and early 1990s,
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political aversion to tax increases. These factors have resulted in
the Highway Transportation Trust Fund’s failure to keep up with
the life-cycle needs of the surface transportation system. In con-
trast, most toll agencies have bond covenants that require them to
maintain certain financial reserves and to cover all operating, main-
tenance, and debt-service costs with tolls and other revenues before
undertaking capital expansion projects. This has allowed for ade-
quate funding levels to enable toll agencies to conduct life-cycle
development and preserve their infrastructure.

Cultural strength. The culture of the tolling industry is more con-
sistent than that of state transportation agencies in promoting pru-
dent stewardship of system infrastructure, as reflected in the fol-
lowing table:

These embedded cultural differences better position the tolling
industry to address the fiscal and institutional challenges facing
surface transportation agencies both now and in the foreseeable
future. This is because the tolling industry is more in tune with cus-
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Toll and state transportation agencies differ considerably in their focus
and corporate culture.

Toll Agencies State Transportation Agencies

* Front-end bond financing * Pay-as-you-go financing

* Customer/outcome-focused * Program/process-focused

* Long-term orientation * Short-term orientation

* Innovative/risk-tolerant * Standardized/risk-averse

* Performance-based accountability * Process-based accountability

* Empowered staff * Hierarchical staff

Culture Clash
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As noted earlier, the tolling industry is well-positioned to make the
most of the opportunities the future presents, provided it stays true
to its core cultural attributes and maintains a high level of business
ethics. Examples exist of toll agencies already having been entrust-
ed with significant responsibility for increasing highway capacity
in a state or region, including in Florida, Texas, and Colorado. With
new technology (such as open-road tolling) to address the public’s
major complaint about toll roads (the need to stop to pay tolls),
broader mandates and cooperative opportunities to leverage the
industry’s capabilities with other transportation agencies and the
private sector, and a continuing dedication to customer service and
fiscal stewardship, the toll industry is poised for significant growth.
After all, for the tolling industry, the word “future” means For Us,
There Are Untold Revenues Everywhere. 
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many toll agencies maintained a low profile, believing that a lack of
visibility would protect them from public scrutiny and accounta-
bility. The past decade has proven the futility of this approach, as
toll agencies have been forced to be or have prudently recognized
the benefits of being “good neighbors” within the communities in
which their systems operate. No longer can toll agencies be the
shadow transportation entity, particularly in urban areas, where
they represent an essential part of the region’s transportation fabric.

Capitalizing on the trends of the future will require toll agency
leadership to demonstrate transparency and accountability in both
their internal and external actions. Toll agencies characterized by

political patronage, biased contracting, and cor-
ruption undermine their potential to optimize
service to their customers, bondholders, and the
communities they serve. Without public confi-
dence bred by integrity and ethical behavior, a toll
agency is less likely to be trusted with increased
toll revenues and the opportunity to serve as the
agency of choice for expanding the highway net-
work in a region or state. Fortunately, most toll

agencies operate in an ethical manner. Where problems do exist,
perhaps the tolling industry could implement a self-review and cor-
rection process to avoid or eliminate transgressions and preserve
the public’s and financial communities’ confidence in the industry. 
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